Technical Rider Assignment

Include each of the following sections in your technical rider:

The performance will be a duet performance with an accompanist on piano, and the best possible performers would be Josh Groban and Sarah Brightman with Ethan Williams as accompanist. However, if the optimal entertainers are not available, then anyone else would do.

- **Input list**—List the inputs to the mixer with descriptive names and channel numbers in a logical order, e.g., "1—Lead vocal mic"

- **Input list/Equipment list**—Products provided by Sweetwater*, venue is Lifechurch in the Tejas Center, Bryan, Texas.
  - Piano, Yamaha CF6 Prefered, if unavailable then the piano provided by the venue will suit
  - Duet vocal microphones: 2 Shure PG30TQG headset microphones for $78.00
  - Pianist monitoring headphones: 1 Shure SE215 for $99.99
  - Performance Speakers: 5 Behringer Eurolive B208D $899.95
  - Piano microphone: 1 Shure SM57 $99.00
  - Performance Speakers: 5 Pro Co EXM-20 Excellines Microphone Cable - 20' for $124.95
  - Mixer: Behringer X32 for $2799.99
  - Video screens with live projected data: 2 HD data projectors and projector screens with video data interface, backlit, 2 live stream cameras
  - 4 source 4 parnels for concert lighting, and house lighting
    - Concert lights to provide saturated wash of color
      - R17, R260, R55
    - Create an emotional sentiment fit to enhance the mood of the concert
      - cue 0: house lights up
      - cue 1: blackout
      - cue 2: concert lights up
      - cue 3: fade to 50%
      - cue 4: concert lights up at full
      - cue 5: fade to 50%
      - cue 6: blackout

- **Personnel list**—
  - Provided by venue:
    - Stage Manager
• Assistant Stage Manager
• Run crew of at least two members
• Lighting Designer
• Master electrician
• Electricians, at least two
• Sound designer and two assistants
• Artistic Director

○ Provided by Troupe:
  • Director
  • Two vocal performers
  • 1 pianist
  • Costumer/Makeup Artist and an assistant
  • Set Designer/Scenic Designer and two build technicians